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ABSTRACT
This work investigates influence of damage in reinforced concrete (RC) structures on their
dynamic properties through modal testing and non‐linear finite element (FE) analysis. Five RC
beams were designed with the fundamental flexural mode frequencies in the range of 6.5–18.0
Hz for the uncracked state. Mechanical properties of concrete, such as static and dynamic
elastic moduli were determined from standard tests and ultra‐sonic pulse velocity readings.
The beams were incrementally loaded until the span/250 deflection limit was reached and their
natural frequencies were measured from the free decay vibrations. The progressive damage
reduced fundamental frequencies of tested beams by up to 25%. The non‐linear FE analysis
was carried out for RC beams and one two‐span slab and the calculated reduced frequencies of
the 1st and 2nd vibration modes were in excellent agreement with measurements. This led to
the conclusion that, given that the non‐linear analysis can capture degradation of dynamic
stiffness due to cracking, the future dynamic performance and damage identification on the RC
structure can be reliably determined from the same FE model. The results reveal potential of
the combined modal testing and FE analysis to improve inspection and assessment of the in‐
service RC structures.
Keywords: Concrete; Modal testing; FE analysis; Structural dynamics; Damage assessment
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
The modal analysis of the in‐service RC structures is gaining prominence as non‐destructive
damage assessment technique from the basic premise that the measured reduction of natural
frequencies of vibration serves as a structural health or damage indicator. This concept brings
together traditional inspection methodology, the experimental modal analysis and structural
dynamic analysis for investigating structural performance and/or damage in the existing RC
structures.
Among the most important parameters in the dynamic analysis and integrity assessment of any
RC structure is the value of the modulus of elasticity for concrete. The distinction between the
static and dynamic modulus of elasticity, both depending on the concrete mix, has already
been made from small specimens and beam tests [1‐3]. The static modulus, Ec, is determined
from the standardised cylinder compression tests while the dynamic modulus, Ec,dyn, is
obtained from the resonance tests or the ultra‐sonic pulse velocity (UPV) readings [4]. Several
empirical equations correlate compressive strength and static modulus of concrete to the
dynamic modulus [5, 6]. The dynamic modulus of concrete is typically 10% to 40% larger than
the static modulus [7].
It will be addressed in the course of our analysis whether the value of the static or dynamic
elastic modulus of concrete should feature in the governing equation of flexural vibrations of
RC beams. In the case of a simply supported cracked RC beam with the cross‐sectional area and
the second moment of area, A(x) and I(x), varying along the span, Ls, this equation has the
form:
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Here, y is the sectional displacement (deflection), x is the section coordinate along the beam
span (0⩽x⩽Ls), mb is the mass per unit length of the beam and t denotes time. To calculate the
frequency of the n‐th mode of vibration, the closed‐form solution to Eq. (1) is readily available
for the simplest case when the beam cross‐section is assumed to be uniform along the span:

In Eq. (2), the flexural stiffness of the cracked RC beams is product of the elastic modulus of
concrete and the effective second moment of area defined by the Eurocode 2 [8, 9] as:

where Ic1 and Ic2 are the second moment of areas of the gross and cracked RC section,
respectively, while 0.60⩽α⩽0.80 is the load parameter [9]. This approximation of the second
moment of area might be suitable for estimating the frequency reduction on RC beams at the
design stage but is not applicable for damage identification on the more complex structural
elements or when the cumulative effects of incremental loading need to be assessed.
In an improvement over Eq. (3), a continuous function for reduced flexural stiffness was
proposed for damage identification on cracked RC beams with known frequencies [10]. Three
damage parameters, denoted as α,β and n represent reduced stiffness of the cross‐section, the
length and the shape of the beam damaged zone and are iteratively determined by equating
the measured frequencies with those calculated from the 2D segmental model of the beam.
These analysis steps outline the basics of the model updating technique that needs to be
expanded for dynamic analysis of geometrically more complex RC structures warranting finite
element (FE) modelling and analysis.
It was observed from the experimental modal analysis of the incrementally damaged RC beams
and slabs [8, 11‐13] that their frequency of the 1st vibration mode can be reduced up to 30%
4
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when the yielding of the tensile reinforcement occurs [14, 15]. Such magnitude of frequency
reduction, being a consequence of structural damage, gave rise to the concept of damage
identification by means of modal testing [16, 17]. The method is applicable to RC structures for
a range of problems from vibration serviceability of the concrete floor slabs in buildings to the
assessment of bridges.
The FE model updating technique has already been used for accurate evaluation of the
dynamic properties of the field‐tested concrete structures that exhibit linear dynamic
behaviour [18]. This work will further examine the benefits of simultaneous use of the
experimental modal analysis and non‐linear FE analysis for the structural assessment of
traditional RC beams, slabs or other types of structures whose natural frequencies inevitably
reduce due to the load‐induced cracks in concrete. As cracking introduces non‐linear response
of RC structures, their structural performance and dynamic behaviour cannot be accurately
assessed nor predicted by means of linear analysis [19, 20].

1.2 Research significance and objectives
The case now exists to expand the FE model updating methodology to the non‐linear analysis
of cracked RC beams and more complex structural elements modelled with solid 2D/3D or shell
elements. Once sufficiently accurate natural frequencies are computed from the updated FE
models, zones with structural damage could be identified from the same models using
parameters that define the non‐linear constitutive law for concrete.
The concept will be studied through the modal testing of five RC beams with different
span/depth ratios and through the non‐linear FE analysis of their 2D/3D models. The
investigated points are:


time‐development of the concrete strength and static and dynamic modulus of
elasticity;



the rate of frequency reduction in RC beams with the increase in the applied loading;
5
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influence of the number of load cycles on the frequency reduction in RC beams;



the accuracy of the FE analysis in predicting natural frequencies of cracked RC beams
and identification of the load‐induced damage in concrete.

For further correlation of results from the experimental modal testing and dynamic analysis
with the extent of damage in RC structures, the non‐linear analysis will also be performed on
the FE models of an independently tested two‐span RC slab [12].

2 Experimental programme
Five RC beams were incrementally loaded and their modal properties determined after each
load‐unload step. This section reports on the mechanical properties of concrete, the
experimental configuration of RC beams and, finally, the results from their modal testing.

2.1 Properties of concrete
Details of the concrete mix and the curing regime are provided in Table 1. Compressive
strength of concrete was evaluated as the average from three 100 mm cubes crushed in the
period from 7 to 250 days after casting. Cylinder compressive strength was obtained at the age
of concrete of 32 and 105 days and the static elastic modulus at the age of 32 days (this is
comparable to the 28‐days reference age of concrete in codes of practice). Cement CEM‐II/B‐V
contained 30% fly‐ash which, due to its slower hydration rate, added to the modest
compressive strength gain after the age of 20 days. Time development of the concrete
compressive strength until the age of 250 days is shown in Fig. 1. The 32‐day characteristic
cube and cylinder compressive strengths (fck,cube≈48 MPa and fck≈43 MPa) place this concrete
between the “C35/45” and “C40/50” Eurocode 2 classes [9].
Using the averaged UPV readings, vp, on 300, 400 and 500 mm long prisms with the same cross‐
sections as the tested beams (Section 2.2), the dynamic modulus of concrete was evaluated
from the following relation:
6
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in which the Poisson’s coefficient was adopted as a constant ϑ=0.20 while the density of
concrete cubes varied with time (due to drying) within the range of 2300⩾ρc⩾2250 kg/m3.
Table 1. Details of the concrete mix.

Figure 1: Development of the concrete compressive strength with time.
The static modulus of elasticity was experimentally determined as Ec≈30.5 GPa. The Eurocode 2
equation Ec=22.0 (fcm/10)0.30 [GPa], in which fcm=fck+8 [MPa] is the mean characteristic
compressive strength of concrete, over‐estimates the experimental Ec value by nearly 20%. A

7
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much better estimate of the static modulus was made using the empirical formula of Noguchi
et al. [21]:

Eq. (5) takes into account not only the compressive strength of concrete but also its density at
the age of 28 days, ρc≈2286 kg/m3, and the type of aggregate and cement through the
correction coefficients k1=0.95 (quartzite aggregate) and k2=1.10 (high volume fly‐ash cement)
giving finally the value of Ec≈30.0 GPa.
The values of the 32‐day static modulus from the cylinder tests, Ec, and the time‐development
of the dynamic modulus of concrete from the UPV readings, Ec,dyn, are plotted in Fig. 2. After 60
days of age, the measured UPV in dry concrete was nearly constant at vp≈4.40 km/s and Eq. (4)
then gives the dynamic modulus value of Ec,dyn≈40.1 GPa. Small reduction in the dynamic
modulus of concrete at the age of concrete between 60 and 90 days is attributed to the
reduction of concrete density due to drying. For the age of concrete beyond 90 days, the
dynamic to the 32‐day static modulus of elasticity ratio becomes nearly constant:

2.2 RC beams setup
The geometric data of the five simply supported RC beams are provided in Table 2. The chosen
span‐to‐depth ratios between 27.5 and 45.0 gave the fundamental natural frequencies that are
near and beyond the typical values for the long‐span RC floor slabs and beams in building
construction. Adopting the experimental value of the static elastic modulus, Ec=30.5 GPa, the
predicted 1st mode frequencies of RC beams in their non‐cracked state were in the range from
6.5 to 18.0 Hz. Values in Table 2 are from the FE analysis (f1,FE) and segmental analysis method
that was, in the considered cases, also applicable to simply supported beams with and without
overhangs (Appendix A, f1,a). With the yielding and the ultimate tensile strengths of reinforcing
8
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bars measured as 555 MPa and 615 MPa, respectively, the cross‐sectional yielding bending
moment capacity is My≈3.00 kNm and the yielding load level for each beam is simply estimated
as Py=4My/Ls.

Figure 2: Static and dynamic modulus of concrete (time development).
Table 2. Geometry of the tested RC beams.

RC beams were subjected to the symmetric three point load bending tests with one support
fixed and the other made as the low‐friction bearing. The incremental loading was applied
using a single 10 kN capacity hydraulic jack and the static deflections were measured with the
micro‐meter at the peak of each loading cycle and after unloading. To cover the deformation
9
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range of practical interest, the beams were loaded until the mid‐span deflection reached the
Ls/250 limit.
Low‐amplitude vibrations were induced by the instrumented 5.5 kg Dytran 5803A sledge
hammer with 5 impacts at the quarter span points. The vibration responses were recorded
after each impact with Dytran 3166B1 piezometric accelerometers having nominal sensitivity of
500 mV/g and the measurement grid is shown in Fig. 3. The experimental setup was the same
for all beams including the frame supports with the purpose made bearings, accelerometers
and the load cell as shown in Fig. 4. For data acquisition, NI LabView software and hardware
consisting of two 9234 cards and cDAQ‐9172 chasis were used. During each step, the loading
was kept constant for ∼30 min (to stabilise flexural cracks) before the frequencies were
measured on the unloaded beam. Due to the short duration of loading, concrete shrinkage and
creep had negligible effects on the dynamic properties of beams. To assess the influence of the
repeated load cycles on the frequency reduction, RC Beam 5 was also subjected to the loading
scheme involving 1, 10 and 100 constant load‐unload cycles at 50% of the yield load level of
1.60 kN.

Figure 3: Positions of 8 accelerometers,

, on each tested RC beam.
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Figure 4: Experimental setup: (a) RC Beam 4 with accelerometers; (b) RC Beam 5 with the
load cell installed at the mid‐span; (c), (d) and (e) installed accelerometers and typical pattern
of flexural cracks near the mid‐span point.

2.3 Modal analysis results
After each load‐unload cycle, free vibration responses of RC beams were recorded at the
sampling rate of fs=1652 Hz. For every beam, the natural frequencies were obtained from the
averaged Fourier spectra of five acceleration time histories recorded for 8 s after hammer
impact. All beams were subjected to the incremental loads Pi and Table 3 shows the gradual
reduction in measured frequencies of the 1st and 2nd vibration modes, f1,i and f2,i, respectively,
with the index i denoting the load step. The predicted frequencies of the 1st mode of vibration
for the non‐loaded RC beams (see Table 2) are in excellent agreement with the frequencies
measured before any loading was applied, f1,i=0. For the load levels below yielding point, Py,
the gradual shifts in the natural frequencies of the 1st and 2nd modes, as identified on all
tested beams, are plotted in Fig. 5.
11
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Table 3. Measured 1st and 2nd natural frequencies, f1,i and f2,i of RC beams subjected to
different load levels, Pi (i=0,1,2,3…).

Figure 5: 1st and 2nd mode frequency reduction rate vs. the applied/yielding load ratios
Pi/Py.

Similarly to the previously reported findings [11, 15], the frequency reduction is proportionally
larger for the starting load increments. Only near and after the yielding level is reached, the
rate of reduction is slowed down. This is verified from the graphs showing the 1st and 2nd
mode frequency ratios, f1,i/f1,i=0 and f2,i/f2,i=0, against the applied to yielding loading ratio, Pi/Py
(Fig. 5). The frequency reduction trend for RC beam 5 exhibits a discrete drop at the 1.60 kN
load at which 100 load‐unload cycles were applied. This cyclic loading was at relatively low level
(approx. 55% of the yield load) at which no significant cumulative damage was observed. After
the beam was subjected to two additional cycles at 3.0 kN and 4.5 kN, the frequency reduction
resumed in the same manner as observed on other beams.
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With the deflected shape of the loaded beams resembling the shape of the 1st vibration mode,
the relative magnitude of the frequency reduction near the yielding point (Pi/Py≈1.0) is larger
for the 1st mode (between 10% and 25% of f1,i=0) than for the 2nd mode (between 2% and 15%
of f2,i=0). From the practical point of view, the natural frequencies of the first two vibration
modes need to be clearly identified if the shifts in the measured frequencies caused by damage
in concrete are to be utilised in structural health assessment. To demonstrate this approach,
frequency shifts from the initially unloaded to the yield load level are plotted in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Frequency shifts from the FFT spectra of the vertical accelerations recorded at the
quarter‐span points for RC Beams 1 to 5 before and after damage (a)–(e).

3 Analysis and FE modelling
3.1 FE analysis of the RC beams
Finite element analysis of the tested RC beams was performed using the FE analysis software
ABAQUS [22]. The non‐linear concrete behaviour in tension and compression was modelled by
the tension stiffening and damage plasticity models [23]. Two constitutive models for concrete
13
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in tension available, the smeared cracking (SCM) and the damage plasticity model (DPM),
account for the reduction of stiffness in concrete by reducing the effective modulus of elasticity
when the total tensile strain exceeds the value corresponding to the peak tensile strength. The
main difference is that DPM features the tensile damage variable that can take values
0⩽dt⩽1.0. This scalar, introduced in the post‐peak tension stress–strain law, allows for further
analytical reduction of the elastic modulus when concrete is subjected to the repeated or
incremental loading. Assuming the linear post‐peak stress–strain relationship for concrete in
tension, σc‐εct, and the total tensile strain expressed as the sum of the elastic and inelastic
(non‐recoverable) strain, εct=εct,e+εct,p, the mathematical reduction of the elastic modulus as a
function of the isotropic tensile damage variable, Ec,i=Ec(1‐dt), is illustrated in Fig. 7. In the FE
analysis, the change of Ec,i is the most influential factor for the calculation of the reduced
natural frequencies of any RC element or structure.

Figure 7: Adopted constitutive model for concrete in tension.

The characteristic compressive strength of concrete adopted in the analysis of RC beams was
fck=53 MPa; this value is representative of the cube strengths achieved during the testing
period between 60 and 90 days after casting. The dynamic analysis was insensitive to the
14
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adopted value of fck because the maximum compressive stresses in concrete from the applied
loading were considerably lower (from the cross‐sectional analysis, ∼15 MPa at yielding). The
stress–strain law for concrete in compression was defined by the Eurocode 2 [9] equation:

Two‐ and three‐dimensional FE models of the tested RC beams were analysed with a number of
varying parameters listed in Table 4. Variables include the choice of 2D (4‐ and 8‐noded plane
stress), or 3D (8‐noded hexagon) elements, reinforcement modelling (embedded truss
elements or Abaqus‐rebars) and the elastic modulus, tensile strength and fracture properties of
concrete.
Table 4. FE analysis methodology and variables in the parametric study.

The initial estimate for the tensile strength of concrete was based on the Eurocode 2 formula
(Table 3.1 in [9]) that uses the characteristic 28‐day compressive strength:

It was subsequently found that better correlations with the measured frequencies are obtained
when the concrete tensile strength in the FE model is lower than the value given by Eq. (8). The
15
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effects of several other variables and analysis factors were also examined in the parametric
study. For concrete, these included the starting value of the elastic modulus, Ec, and
parameters that define its post‐cracking behaviour like the Mode I fracture energy, GfI, the
maximum crack opening, utck, and the ultimate (failure) tensile strain, εctu. The choice between
2D or 3D solid models and the method of modelling internal reinforcement did not have
significant influence on the computed frequencies of RC beams. Example in Fig. 8 is from 3D
analysis of RC Beam 2 after the 2.55 kN load‐unload step.

Figure 8: 1st and 2nd vibration modes of RC Beam 2 after 2.55 kN load‐unload step (i=7, Table
3).

Variations in the 2D/3D mesh densities, with element sizes from 20 to 50 mm also did not have
substantial qualitative or quantitative impact on the prediction of frequencies. The presented
results are from the FE models featuring uniform mesh with the element lengths and heights of
lm=50 mm and hm=30 mm, respectively. On the other hand, the FE models were most sensitive
to the changes in the modulus of elasticity and tensile strength of concrete. The ranges of
parameters used in the model updating are provided in Table 4 together with the identified
values that best matched the experimentally measured frequencies of the first two vibration
modes.
16
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The accuracy of 5% to 10% against the measured frequencies of the 1st and 2nd vibration
modes was achieved in the FE parametric study with the values of the elastic modulus of
concrete adopted as Ec≈29.0–29.5 GPa (nearly equal to the experimental static modulus value)
and the tensile strength in the region 2.30⩽fct⩽2.50 MPa (at the lower bound values defined in
the Eurocode 2 [9] as fct,0.05=0.70fctm≈2.35 MPa). For the 1st vibration mode, the load‐
dependent frequency reductions computed with the selected “best fit” parameter values of the
mechanical properties of concrete are plotted for all beams in Fig. 9. If the elastic modulus and
tensile strength are outside of these ranges, the calculated frequencies deviate considerably
from the measured values. For example, Fig. 10 illustrates the load‐induced frequency
reduction from FE modal analysis of Beam 1 with the varying concrete tensile strength:
fctm⩾fct⩾0.50fctm.
Almost as a rule, in the force‐controlled non‐linear FE analysis, all models of tested RC beams
initially exhibit somewhat higher than experimentally observed dynamic stiffness. In the case of
Beam 3, the experimental frequency reduction line suggests that a minor flexural damage was
already present before the load testing. However, once the applied loading caused further
damage, the numerically predicted frequency reduction rate was, in absolute terms, in
excellent agreement with the experimentally measured values. Fig. 9 also reveals that, for
predicting vibration frequencies of damaged RC beams, the smeared cracking model
outperforms less reliable damage plasticity model. While DPM provided quite accurate
estimate of the beam deflections (the example load–deflection plot in Fig. 11 is for RC Beam 3),
it keeps a much higher stiffness of concrete immediately after unloading which is the probable
explanation for its inadequate frequency estimates.
The progressive damage in concrete leading to the frequency reduction can be visualised by
contour plots of the post‐cracking tensile strains (SCM) or of the damage tension parameter
(DPM). Fig. 12 illustrates these damage detection concepts from the analysis example of RC
Beam 1. The contours plots outline the zones in concrete affected by cracking and damage
17
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development between the 2.60 kN and 3.72 kN load steps when the steepest 1st mode
frequency reduction gradient was measured. Of the two available concrete models and
irrespective of the mesh density, the SCM tensile strain plot is more consistent with the
observed crack heights of ∼70 mm (see Fig. 13).

Figure 9: (a)–(e): Load‐induced frequency reduction for RC Beams 1 to 5; experimentally
measured and 2D FEA computed values.
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Figure 10: Load‐induced 1st mode frequency reduction for RC Beam 1; experimentally
measured and 2D FEA computed values with the varying tensile strength of concrete, fct (SCM
with the constant elastic modulus value Ec=29.5 GPa).

Figure 11: Measured and FEA computed deflection of RC Beam 3 under incremental cycling
loading.
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Figure 12: Progression of tensile damage in concrete on RC Beam 1 between 2.60 kN and 3.72
kN load steps (i=6 and i=11, Table 3); (a) inelastic strains (SCM) and (b) damage variable
(DPM).

Figure 13: Crack heights at the mid‐span of RC Beam 1 (3.72 kN load).

3.2 FE analysis of the two‐span RC slab
The concept of applying non‐linear FE analysis for the frequency prediction and damage
identification is now tried on the independently tested two‐span RC slab [12] using two models:
3D solid and shell (Fig. 14), both with embedded steel rebars. The reported compressive
strength of concrete is fck=33.0 MPa and the total length, width and thickness of the slab are
6400, 800 and 100 mm, respectively. The longitudinal reinforcement consists of two layers
(main tensile and top above the central support); each with 13Ø19 mm steel bars with the
nominal yield strength of 460 MPa.
20
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Figure 14: Dynamically tested two‐span RC slab [12]; 1st and 2nd natural frequencies after
load step 6, from the 3D shell model (Measured vs FEA: 1st mode 16.72 vs. 16.23 Hz; 2nd
mode 23.90 vs. 25.56 Hz).
The RC slab was subjected to thirteen non‐symmetric load‐unload cycles and the maximum
loading was 36.0 kN in each of the two 3.2 m spans. The natural frequencies of the 1st and 2nd
mode reduced from 17.8 Hz and 25.5 Hz (before the loading) to near 12.0 Hz and 14.0 Hz after
the last load‐unload step. With the elastic modulus, tensile strength of concrete and the
ultimate crack opening displacement values varied as Ec≈27.0–29.0 GPa, fctm≈0.05–0.06fck and
utck≈0.05–0.08 mm, the fundamental natural frequencies obtained from the analysis were again
found to be in agreement with the experimental measurements within 5% to 10% accuracy as
shown in the load–frequency plot in Fig. 15. After the fracture of concrete above the mid‐
support during the final loading stages, the measured frequency of the 2nd mode converged to
that of the 1st mode and this was not accurately predicted by FE analysis. Effectively, the first
two vibration modes of the damaged slab reflected the fact that, once the plastic hinge formed
above the support, two spans were vibrating almost separately. However, to achieve full
analysis convergence, concrete in the FE model was apparently defined with somewhat stiffer
fracture properties. As a result, the analytically predicted frequencies at the ultimate loading
stages were higher than the experimentally measured. Still, for the earlier load steps, the shell
and 3D solid FE models produced frequencies that were in good agreement with the measured
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values for the 1st and 2nd vibration mode. Finally, the 3D solid FE model has realistically
identified progressive damage in the RC slab that caused frequency reduction (Fig. 16).

Figure 15: 1st and 2nd mode frequency reduction on incrementally loaded RC slab
(experimental and numerical values from the 3D solid FE model).

Figure 16: Tensile damage in the two span RC slab (after load step 7).

4 Discussion
The dynamic properties of RC beams (and a slab) were investigated through the study of three
inter‐linked topics: determination of the modulus of elasticity of concrete, Ec, to be adopted for
FE analysis, the rate of frequency reduction under the applied loading and prediction of
frequency changes by means of the non‐linear FE analysis.
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Whilst the static modulus of elasticity of concrete was determined from the cylinder
compression tests, there are two more options: to estimate Ec using empirical formulas like Eq.
(5) [21] or to derive it indirectly from the dynamic modulus (e.g. the UPV readings on the actual
RC structure). For the second case, measurements taken on prisms of different lengths are
evidence that, for concrete ages beyond 60 days, the UPV and the dynamic modulus of
elasticity, Ec,dyn (Eq. (4)), can be considered as material constants. The UPV readings offer a
prospect for consistently reliable prediction of the static modulus provided that the re ratio (Eq.
(6)) is known for a particular concrete mixture but, unfortunately, this is usually not the case.
The modal testing of RC beams was used to correlate the applied incremental loading (and the
induced damage) to the reduction of natural frequencies. The slenderness of RC beams,
expressed as the span to depth ratio (Ls/h), varied but the change of the measured frequencies
presented in the form of the frequency‐load graphs (Fig. 5) showed the frequency reduction
pattern that is similar to those from the previously published works. The rate of this reduction
is faster at the earlier load stages with the maximum drop in measured frequencies, from the
initially non‐loaded RC beams to the yielding load levels, remaining below 25% for the 1st
mode. It is of practical interest to note that, in relative terms, the frequency reduction was
relatively larger for the 1st than for the 2nd vibration mode and this was expected given that
the beam deflection more resembled the shape of the 1st mode. Furthermore, different static
or dynamic load‐histories can lead to the same frequency reduction and they need to be known
when non‐linear FE analysis is used for structural assessment. The argument comes from the
application of 100 constant load cycles (at 50% yield level) on RC beam 5 that produced the
same cumulative effect on the 1st natural frequency as a single ∼20% higher load increment
would have.
In the parametric FE analysis performed using ABAQUS, the key variables defined the
constitutive laws for concrete in tension. The DPM gives more accurate load–deflections results
but is inferior to SCM for the extraction of the reduced beam frequencies. Calculation of the
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natural frequencies of RC beams was most sensitive to the values of the initial elastic modulus
of concrete, Ec, and the tensile strength of concrete, fct. Near the median range of tried values
(Table 4), variations in the ultimate tensile strain, εctu, a full crack opening width, utck, and the
energy release rate of the 1st fracture mode, GfI, have lesser influence on the calculated post‐
cracking frequencies. (Example analysis input file for RC beam 2 is provided in Appendix B.) The
best frequency predictions using the SCM in the FE analysis were achieved with the initial value
of the elastic modulus of concrete adopted Ec≈29.5 GPa (close to the experimentally obtained
static value) and with the tensile strength of concrete near the lower bound defined by
Eurocode 2, fct≈0.70fctm (Eq. (8)).
Combined with the experimental vibration measurements, the FE analysis of dynamically
validated structure models has potential to aid and improve traditionally performed visual
inspection and damage assessment of larger RC structures. The proposed vibration based
damage assessment framework for the in‐service RC structures comprises field modal testing
and non‐linear FE analysis with the necessary steps summarised in Fig. 17.
When the frequencies are first measured on a newly built structure with known boundary
conditions, the value of the elastic modulus of concrete should be verified with the starting FE
analysis. Once in exploitation, regular monitoring and periodic modal testing will provide
records of the environmental/load history and reduced fundamental frequencies of the
incrementally damaged structure. This would allow for the FE model to be updated with the
fracture properties of concrete so that the non‐linear analysis can match the measured
frequencies.
From the analysed examples it follows that, if the values of parameters that define concrete
fracture are within the ’narrow’ bands that could be identified after the initial damage load
levels, the progressive reduction of fundamental frequencies can be reasonably accurately
predicted for the later loading stages. The same FE model would then be used for frequency
calculation and identification of the damaged zones in concrete which remains the primary
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objective of the whole process. It would also be a good practice at construction stage to
produce a set of concrete specimens from which its properties used in the dynamic FE analysis
(such as tensile strength and elastic modulus) can be experimentally determined at the time
when structural assessment is undertaken.

Figure 17: Flow‐chart of the initial modal and FE analysis (Stage I) and the long‐term
structural monitoring, assessment and maintenance cycle that incorporates vibration based
damage identification (Stage II).

5 Conclusions
The presented work explored how the measurable reduction of natural frequencies of vibration
in cracked RC elements can be exploited for the assessment of their structural health and led to
the following conclusions:
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In dynamic analysis of RC structures, the value of the elastic modulus of concrete, Ec,
should be adopted as the modulus obtained from the standard cylinder compression
tests.



For concrete older than 60 days, the ultra‐sonic pulse velocity, vp, and the dynamic
modulus of elasticity, Ec,dyn, can be considered as the material property constants. They
could be used for empirical estimation of the concrete compressive strength and static
modulus.



On simply supported RC structures subjected to pure bending (like bridge girders, floor
slabs or beams), the damage‐induced frequency reduction will be more significant for
the 1st mode of vibration.



Non‐linear FE analysis of RC structures modelled with 2D/3D or shell elements can
predict the load‐induced reduction of their frequencies with the accuracy of ±10%. This
is consistently achieved with the elastic modulus of concrete adopted as the “static”
value Ec and the tensile strength as 5% of the characteristic compressive strength,
fct≈0.05fck.



The analysis of the RC beams and a slab was performed on the FE models updated with
results from the modal testing. The same FE models accurately predicted their future
dynamic performance as the damage in concrete was straightforwardly visualised using
parameters that define constitutive models in tensions.



The combined modal and FE analysis methodology can be of particular use in the
maintenance of large RC structures on which the full‐scale visual inspection is difficult
(girders and decks of RC bridges, towers) or when the structural serviceability, rather
than integrity, is affected by cracks (liquid retaining RC structures).
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Appendix A. Numerical damage representation for RC Beam 1
A damage scenario for RC Beam 1 after the load steps i=3,6,11,13 (Table 3) is plotted in Fig.
A.18. It is numerical solution to the beam equation of motion (Eq. (1)) in which the reduction of
the cross‐sectional second moment of area, from I0, and the length of the cracked zone, βLs, are
approximated by the power function [10]: I(x)=I0[1‐(1‐α)cos2(t)] with t=(π/2)(2x/βLs)n. From the
linear frame analysis, the “best‐fit” frequency results were obtained with the concrete elastic
modulus value Ec=30.5 GPa. The function I(x) is not unique for a given frequency and ranges for
the damage parameter values were 0.80⩽n⩽1.50, 0.70⩾α⩾0.45 and 0.30⩽β⩽0.65.

Figure A.18: Representation of the possible damage length and section stiffness reduction for
RC Beam 1.
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Appendix B. ABAQUS analysis input listing for RC Beam 2
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